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Abstract
A phone call is still one of the primary preferred
channels for seniors to express their needs, ask
questions, and inform potential problems to
their health insurance plans. Alignment Health
is a next-generation, consumer-centric organi-
zation that is providing a variety of Medicare
Advantage Products for seniors. We combine
our proprietary technology platform, AVA, and
our high-touch clinical model to provide se-
niors with care as it should be: high quality, low
cost, and accompanied by a vastly improved
consumer experience. Our members have the
ability to connect with our member services
and concierge teams 24/7 for a wide variety of
ever-changing reasons through different chan-
nels, such as phone, email, and messages. We
strive to provide an excellent member experi-
ence and ensure our members are getting the
help and information they need at every touch —
ideally, even before they reach us. This requires
ongoing monitoring of reasons for contacting
us, ensuring agents are equipped with the right
tools and information to serve members, and
coming up with proactive strategies to elimi-
nate the need for the call when possible.

We developed an NLP-based dynamic call rea-
son tagging and reporting pipeline with an op-
timized human-in-the-loop approach to enable
accurate call reason reporting and monitoring
with the ability to see high-level trends as well
as drill down into more granular sub-reasons.
Our system produces 96.4% precision and 30%-
50% better recall in tagging calls with proper
reasons. We have also consistently achieved a
60+ Net Promoter Score (NPS) score, which
illustrates high consumer satisfaction.

1 Introduction

As a consumer-centered healthcare company, we
provide our members with experienced member
services and concierge teams through our contact
center that are available around the clock for a wide
variety of inquiries or potential problems. It is cru-
cial for us to monitor the typical causes of why

members contact us so that we proactively address
the problems or help our members need through
their preferred channel even before they reach out
to us. To this end, during each call, member service
agents take detailed notes on what is discussed dur-
ing the call, the reason for the call, and any actions
taken. They also tag each call with one or more call
reason categories from a pre-defined list that was
initially built by member experience supervisors to
capture call reasons in a more structured manner.
There are several drawbacks and limitations to this
approach:

• High number of calls that are documented as
“General FAQ” or “Other” call reason cate-
gory due to lack of precise reason category
representing the call

• Labor-intensive and not scalable processes to
keep pre-defined call reason categories with
corresponding subcategories manually up-to-
date with high quality while member needs
and potential call reasons are continuously
changing

• Incomplete and inaccurate call reason report-
ing

In this paper, we present a novel NLP-based
multi-layer dynamic topic modeling pipeline, AVA-
TMP, with an effective human-in-the-loop ap-
proach that leverages subject matter experts. It
enables highly accurate and timely call reason log-
ging, monitoring, and reporting, as well as in-
creased first-time resolution rates. Our pipeline
produces a high-quality call reasons list with sub-
reason drill-downs and automatically identifies
newly emerging high-quality topics eliminating
the need for labor-intensive evaluation of high-
volume call notes by the customer service super-
visors. Our pipeline also increases the efficiency
of customer service agents by automatically sug-
gesting a ranked list of relevant topics to tag as
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agents take call notes. The presented pipeline is
not limited to inbound calls, and it is applicable
to omnichannel communications such as emails,
messages, and chats. In the remainder of the pa-
per, we first present the related work in section 2.
Next, we describe our approach and evaluate its
performance using several real-world datasets in
section 3. Then, we evaluate the performance of
our algorithm. Finally, we conclude in section 4.

2 Related Work

It has been a great stride in Natural Language Pro-
cessing (NLP) advancement in recent years for
learning, understanding, and producing human lan-
guage content in more efficient and scalable ways
(Hirschberg and Manning, 2015), such as text sum-
marization (Widyassari et al., 2022), name entity
recognition (Jiang et al., 2016), sentimental analy-
sis (Bhavitha et al., 2017), text classification (Bha-
vani and Kumar, 2021), and topic modeling (Sand-
hiya et al., 2022).

Topic modeling is used to automatically identify
the themes, i.e., topics, in unstructured text datasets
(Blei et al., 2003b; Boyd-Graber et al., 2017), es-
pecially when there is a large volume of document
collections and not enough time. These machine-
generated topics are then used for reporting and
tracking purposes. The traditional topic modeling
pipelines (Chaney and Blei, 2012; Gardner et al.,
2010; Eisenstein et al., 2012) do not allow the users
to refine, clean, or personalize the model-generated
topics hence lack an understanding of the end-user
needs (Smith et al., 2018). The absence of an in-
teractive and human-centered approach to refine
topics and adjust data processing results in bias,
noise, and unexpectedly poor real-world model per-
formance. It is crucial to have an efficient and
effective level of human contribution with AI to
ensure satisfactory model performance.

Previous works have utilized topic modeling
techniques with some level of human intervention
to address customer needs. For example, a study
by Agudelo and Manuel used Latent Dirichlet Allo-
cation (LDA) (Blei et al., 2003b) based topic mod-
eling approach to identify topics of inbound call
transcripts for creating a better Interactive Voice
Response (IVR) routing option so that customers
are routed to the right agents (Agudelo and Manuel,
2019). However, they only provide the most im-
portant words to the end users and not the topic.
The users then need to manually identify the topic

associated with the words presented by the model
which can be inconsistent among different users
and adds an additional burden to their workflow.
This process also results in assigning only one topic
to a call which might not be a true representation
of customer needs as one call might have multiple
reasons and resolutions.

Another study by Chen and Wang utilized the
LDA topic modeling technique to extract topics
from chat transcripts between librarians and stu-
dents in order to identify needs, provide help and
allocate resources accordingly (Chen and Wang,
2019). However, this work lacks defining a qualita-
tive performance measurement. Also, they assessed
the quality of the topics intuitively with visualiza-
tions.

Besides topic modeling methods from machine
learning, there are also qualitative analytic meth-
ods, such as grounded theory methodologies (Char-
maz, 2006; Corbin and Strauss, 2008), for iden-
tifying topics in text datasets. Previous work by
Baumer et al. focused on the comparison between
grounded theory and topic modeling (Baumer et al.,
2017). The authors found that the results of the two
methods exhibited a degree of alignment in which
many of the patterns found in the grounded theory
were also represented in the topic modeling results.
However, grounded theory is time-consuming and
resource-intensive. Therefore, it doesn’t scale well
with large datasets.

Different from these previous works, we imple-
mented a novel NLP-based system with human-
in-the-loop stages to accurately tag high-level call
reasons (one or multiple) along with sub-category
drill-downs in a scalable and timely manner for
each call. We also measured the real-world perfor-
mance of our approach and compared it with the
baseline (manual labeling).

3 Methodology

Our comprehensive end-to-end topic modeling
pipeline, AVA-TMP, is illustrated in Figure 1. With
AVA-TMP, we enhance the traditional NLP topic
modeling pipeline with human-in-the-loop stages
to significantly improve reporting accuracy, cre-
ate operational efficiencies and increase member
satisfaction.

Standard high-level topic modeling steps include
Problem definition, Data collection, Data prepara-
tion (tokenization, lemmatization, and stop-word
removal), Modeling, Post-processing & model eval-
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Figure 1: Overview of AVA-TMP human-in-the-loop pipeline: 1) Member experience supervisors create an initial
list of call reasons for member experience agents to choose from. 2) Member experience agents take notes during
calls and also select a reason why member calls from the initial list of reasons in 1). 3) We perform topic modeling
on call notes to identify the reason(s) why members call us. 4) The NLP-based reasons are transferred to member
experience supervisors for evaluation. 5) Member experience supervisors refine and adjust the newly generated list
of reasons by NLP and send it back to step 3) if necessary. 6) Member experience supervisors finalize the new list
of call reasons based on the NLP model. 7) We create a call reason trend reporting dashboard based on the new call
reason list. 8) We refresh the call reason categories in the CRM system so member experience agents can properly
assign reason tags to upcoming calls.

uation, and Model deployment. We altered and
improved the standard topic modeling pipeline in
three ways:

• First, instead of using call transcripts, which
has its own drawbacks and limitations, we use
call notes that are already curated by member
service agents for documentation purposes.
These call notes provide a more contextual
and cleaner description of each call (Figure 1
- step 2).

• Second, our pipeline involves subject matter
experts (SMEs) to refine call reason categories
and sub-reasons to further validate and adjust
topics identified by the model (Figure 1 - steps
5 and 6).

• Third, we introduce a multi-layer dynamic hi-
erarchical topic modeling framework to iden-
tify hierarchical call reasons and sub-reasons
in a flexible manner (Figure 2).

In the following subsections, we describe the
major end-to-end steps from initial data collection
to the final model deployment, and how they are
being used.

3.1 Data Collection

For every member interaction, our member experi-
ence agents take notes summarizing what help or
information the member needs and what action(s)
they take to assist the member. These unstructured
call notes provide more contextual information
about the call and more standardized and cleaner in-
put to our model compared to using call transcripts.
For example, even though actual call conversations
might happen in different languages, all call notes
are captured in English. Furthermore, there might
be incomplete sentences, inaccuracies due to the
performance of voice-to-text translation, and other
complexities to deal with in call transcripts.

Besides capturing call notes, agents also need
to tag each call based on the pre-defined call rea-
son categories. The call reason tagging in this step
can help us with immediate reporting within the
CRM system so that member experience supervi-
sors can view real-time reports on the pre-defined
call reasons as a stopgap measure and respond to
the severity of each issue accordingly. However,
keeping this list up-to-date is labor-intensive and re-
quires member experience supervisors to manually
go through large volume comments, investigate call
reasons, and identify frequent emerging patterns.
As we describe in section 3.4, our model elimi-
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nates the labor-intensive call note reviewing step
and helps to keep the call reasons list continuously
refreshed. These call reason tagging also help us to
measure the real-world performance of our model
on an ongoing basis as described in detail in section
3.5.

3.2 Data Preparation
We clean the unstructured text from agents’ notes
using various standard text pre-processing tech-
niques before feeding it into our model. First, we
remove special characters, punctuation, and stop-
words from the text, and then convert them to low-
ercase. Next, the text is lemmatized to return in-
flected words to their root word. We do not use
stemming as it does not provide any performance
improvement, which is in line with what other re-
searchers found previously (Schofield and Mimno,
2016). Beyond these common text pre-processing
techniques, we clean certain unnecessary and repet-
itive patterns that do not add value to the call tag-
ging process such as confirmed demographics, or
courtesy of callers. The processed dataset is then
fed into the model.

3.3 Topic Modeling
After preparing the data, we utilize commonly used
topic modeling techniques, LDA (Blei et al., 2003b)
and a BERT-based method, BERTopic (Grooten-
dorst, 2022) to achieve the best performance.

To accurately identify the call reason categories
and sub-reason drill-downs, we construct a multi-
layer topic modeling framework (as illustrated in
Figure 2). First, we run the topic modeling with
all the call notes to identify the high-level call rea-
sons. Next, we run separate models to extract sub-
reasons for each high-level call reason using the
subset of call notes associated with the correspond-
ing high-level topic. We repeat this step for another
layer to get a further drill-down of each sub-reason.
This approach gives us the flexibility to set the dif-
ferent number of topics at each stage and fine-tune
the quality of topics. For example, we can start with
50 topics to identify high-level reasons, then in the
next layer we can use 10 topics for sub-reasons,
and finally 5 topics in the third layer to identify
sub-sub-reasons. Each topic generated by the topic
model is accompanied by their corresponding top n
keywords that explain what the topic is about. We
are also able to set different thresholds at each layer
to optimize the quality of keyword groups for each
topic/sub-topic/sub-sub-topic.

Another benefit of this multi-layer approach is
the ability to pick different “n” for “n-gram” con-
struction for the keywords representing each topic.
For example, high-level topics have up to tri-grams
since they are representing high-level reasons while
sub-reasons and sub-sub-reasons are configured to
have longer n-grams. We spent significant effort
tuning parameters for both LDA and BERTopic
within this framework in order to obtain the best
possible results.

We choose BERTopic as our final topic modeling
technique and 50/10/5 topics for different layers
of our multi-layer topic modeling framework as
it produced better performance and significantly
reduced the review time by SMEs in our use case.
Please also note that our multi-layer hierarchical
topic modeling framework allows us to have more
flexibility and control to adjust various parame-
ters and fine-tune the quality compared to built-in
hierarchical topic models like hLDA (Blei et al.,
2003a).

3.4 Subject Matter Expert Evaluation
The NLP-based call reason categories from the
topic modeling step are then passed to the mem-
ber experience team for review (Figure 1 - step 4).
They start evaluating the list of topics, pinpointing
potential issues, identifying bias in the data, and
requesting certain refinements such as grouping
certain topics into one category, eliminating poor
quality and biased topics, and choosing a more
user-friendly topic name. These steps help fine-
tune the NLP model performance and improve the
processes to better understand call trends. This
feedback loop might be repeated a few times till
desired performance is achieved (Figure 1 - steps 3
to 5).

3.5 Performance Evaluation
In this section, we present the experimental results
for our human-in-the-loop topic modeling pipeline,
AVA-TMP. There are different ways to measure
the performance of the topic models (Hoyle et al.,
2021; Chang et al., 2009). We use two different
real-world datasets for our experiments to measure
both precision and recall of our system. We also
compare the performance of the system with the
baseline, which is the previous agent tagging using
the pre-defined call reasons list during the call prior
to developing AVA-TMP.

The first dataset includes randomly selected 500
actual call notes. We run AVA-TMP and generated
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Figure 2: Multi-layer Dynamic Hierarchical Topic Modeling

all the call reasons for each call. As mentioned
earlier, we already have baseline call reasons for
these notes. Three independent SMEs evaluated
both AVA-TMP output and baseline tags. SMEs
reviewed and labeled each call note and correspond-
ing reasons including all the drill-downs as True
Positive (TP) or False Positive (FP). When there
are conflicts among SMEs, we use the majority
vote. We then computed the precision. AVA-TMP
achieved a precision of 96.4% while the baseline
precision was 23.4%.

Secondly, we use a much larger dataset to mea-
sure the recall improvement with the AVA-TMP
system where high-level call reasons overlap with
the baseline. We used 3 years of call notes his-
tory (1M+ calls) and compared the high-level call
reason categories identified by AVA-TMP with the
baseline. AVA-TMP achieves 30% to 50% higher
recall than baseline depending on the high-level
call reason categories. Please note that AVA-TMP
identifies new call reason categories that don’t exist
in the baseline but we didn’t include them in the
recall analysis since the volume was negligible on
a large scale.

3.6 Model Deployment

After generating refined call reason categories and
sub-reason drill-downs (Figure 1 - step 6), we de-
ploy our model to production to tag the upcoming
calls on an ongoing basis for reporting and track-
ing purposes (Figure 1 - step 7). The pre-defined
call reason categories are also updated in the CRM
system accordingly for member experience agents
to utilize (Figure 1 - steps 8).

The AVA-TMP is deployed as a real-time ser-
vice. We run the model on the backend and provide
suggested call reasons for tagging in a ranked order.
Agents can then select one or multiple labels from
the ranked topic list. This process aids the agents
to minimize the time going through the entire list
and decreases human error in the process.

3.7 Reporting & Tracking Call Trends

It is essential to continuously monitor the call
trends to understand members’ needs, proactively
resolve emerging issues, and measure the mem-
ber experience improvements. AVA-TMP provides
timely and accurate call reasons after every call
note is completed. We then feed all these into our
reporting and tracking dashboard to monitor newly
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emerging issues and trends over time (Figure 1 -
step 7).

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we demonstrate a novel topic mod-
eling pipeline, AVA-TMP, that consists of multi-
layer dynamic hierarchical topic modeling with
the human-in-the-loop approach for call analyt-
ics. Our results illustrate having human-in-the-loop
in an advanced NLP pipeline can optimize model
performance, reduce manual tasks in the current
workflows, and improve overall business outcomes
while helping achieve high member satisfaction.

With this framework, we achieved significantly
better performance using real-world datasets for
evaluation. Alignment Health has also consistently
achieved an overall NPS, which is a widely used
metric to measure customer experience, of 60+ as a
Medicare Advantage plan, compared to the industry
average of 30 for healthcare insurance (Ian Luck,
2022; Alignment Healthcare, 2022).

AVA-TMP enables us to have an improved call
reporting and tracking system. We can identify sea-
sonal trends for demands, inquiries, or emerging
issues and develop proactive and systemic plans
for improvement. It also creates operational effi-
ciencies by eliminating the need for various labor-
intensive tasks such as i) having an up-to-date call
reason list, ii) manual call reason tagging, and iii)
manual ad-hoc reports.

Even though we illustrated the AVA-TMP
pipeline on call notes, it is applicable to omnichan-
nel communications such as calls, emails, mes-
sages, and chats. It can be also used on call tran-
scripts in addition to the call notes for improved
outcomes.
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